
Run No: 2175 

Date: 07-Jun-2020 

Venue: The Clock Tower, Hilton Road, Fenstanton-Cannings 

Hares:  Smeghead & While You`re Down There 

Scribe: Generator 
  
  
So it all started at the Clock Tower, Fenstanton.  
Hares: Smeg Head and While You’re Down There 
  
An ideal place to start a socially distancing run…not all the hashers were present or starting at the same time, 
and some not there at all, such as the scribe!  
  
And some of those who appeared on the 11am Zoom Circle.. El Rave and Paparazzi, Hold It For Me, Bastard, 
Slaphead, and Generator.. were later seen at Fenstanton or in Bishop’s Cannings.or maybe no where on trail... 
  
So as ever, a motley band of hashers appeared from their different planets on the Virtual Reality 
Screen..some slobbing half comatose indoors, others huffing and puffing in the great 
outdoors..already onon the trail before 11am,even before the Circle was called for a timely start .. 
Down downs for over-enthusiasm on a Sunday morning? While others maybe started late, or never 
even emerged into the outside world! 
But Horny, Sox Maniac, Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai, Shamcock, U-Bend, El Rave and 
Paparazzi. Ooh La La..El Niño were all there, and your scribe somewhere else. 
  
Well it just so happens that the Scribe’s virtual reality Fenstanton aka Bishop’s Cannings trail on the 
Ups and Downs and along valley waterways bore a canny or is that cannings resemblance to the 
Fenstanton land marks described by hares and hashers on the day..… 
  
                There was a church! There was a river (well a tiny one)..and a canal and streams!… 
There was an area resembling a fen! with rushes, clear water, floating duck weed!.. 
There was wildlife..there were willow trees.. there was social distancing!!... 
There were ,to quote Ooh La La, ‘pretty views near the church”.. 
But there were also spectacular views from the Downs, and historic archaeological features, and the 
less historic but impressive much mentioned “Straw Henge”..fields with cows and calves, even free 
ranging tamworth pigs..longing to join the jaunt.. 
it was indeed, to quote Shammy & U-Bend: 
 “a super trot along the river..plus GOOD BEER and SNAX!! 
  
What more could you want from an excellent hash and On-In??…good company of course!.. 
& where was it?  why it was there zooming in from Fenstanton and the planets .. virtual company on 
the ZOOM…but there was even real company …stray hashers who came on in to the On-In, who 
were socially distanced, politely sipping their beers and drinks in the sunshine.. 
  
Down downs given: Smeg Head and While You’re Down There(hares), Taxi(returnee and for battling with a 
bull), El Rave( for being stupid).  
And the Ghost of Gus McKay almost fell over without blowing the bagpipes. 
  
On on. 
Generator 
  
 


